
CAMP WONDER WEEK SEVEN
STARS AND GALAXIES WEEK: Monday, August 3rd

Cabin Welcome & Song
9:00-9:15am EST AM Session | 12:30-12:45pm EST PM Session
Grab your spirit stick and join your fellow campers — today is all about aliens (ooh!) and 
celebrating our differences (ahh!).

Bunk Activities
9:30-10:30am EST AM Session |12:45-1:45pm EST PM Session
Camper’s choice: A read aloud or an outdoor adventure!

Snack Break
Today from the canteen: Rocket kebabs.
The rocket fuel they need for blast off.

Explorers Club: Space & Galaxies: Aliens
10:45-11:15am EST AM Session | 2:00-2:30pm EST PM Session
An Unidentified Flying Object (UFO) arrives and our intrepid explorer, Emma, encounters 
an alien who teaches her a very important lesson.  

Camp Show & Tell + Goodbye Song!
11:30-11:45am EST AM Session | 2:45-3:00pm EST PM Session
Share the day’s adventures (so far!) with your friends. 

Choice Time
Enjoy on your own schedule! Each activity takes about 30 minutes.

 Arts & Crafts Cabin: Foil Art Stars
 There are at least one billion stars in the Milky Way. Here’s one way to 
 tell some apart. 

 Indoor Activity: Planet Matching Game
 Matching games improve concentration, train visual memory, and boost vocabulary.  
 This one is (literally) out of this world. 

 Outdoor Adventure: Cloud Watching: Beyond the Clouds
 Grab a blanket and head outside to take a rest and gaze up at the sky. This timeless  
 way to pass the time is a great opportunity for grown-ups to talk with kids about the  
 atmosphere and the fact that outer space lies just beyond those clouds. What animal  
 shapes can you see in the clouds? Is that a rocket ship?

 Camp Lab: Bubbles
 Try one of our best Mad Scientist classes, or find another one to 
 stoke your curiosity. 

Family Magic Moment
Because some days you only have five precious, uninterrupted minutes with your family. 

 Bedtime Yoga  
 Clear your mind, stretch your body — and enjoy a good family giggle whenever  
 someone tips over.



CAMP WONDER WEEK SEVEN
STARS AND GALAXIES WEEK: Tuesday, August 4th

Cabin Welcome & Song
9:00-9:15am EST AM Session | 12:30-12:45pm EST PM Session
Grab your spirit stick and join your fellow campers — today is all about discovery. 

Bunk Activities
9:30-10:30am EST AM Session | 12:45-1:45pm EST PM Session
Camper’s choice: A read aloud or an outdoor adventure!
 
Snack Break
Today from the canteen: Alien Yogurt Pretzels 
Take me to your eater. 
 
Excellent Experiments: Mad Scientist LIVE!
10:45-11:15am EST AM Session | 2:00-2:30pm EST PM Session
Today we’re learning about the moon and its phases!

Camp Show & Tell + Goodbye Song!
11:30-11:45am EST AM Session | 2:45-3:00pm EST PM Session
Come prepared with tales of bravery and exploration today. 

Puppetsburg Puppet Show
3:30pm EST
A 30-minute interactive, culturally relevant show with dancing, instruments, dress-up 
and bubble time.

Choice Time
Enjoy on your own schedule! Each activity takes about 30 minutes.

 Arts & Crafts Cabin: Marbled Planets
 Marbling is actually a super-realistic way to recreate a planet’s surface!

 Outdoor Adventure: Asteroid Belt 
 Instruct your camper to take a small bucket and fill it with as many different types  
 of rocks as possible. Explain that an Asteroid Belt is a rocky super highway between  
 Mars and Jupiter and all of these “space rocks” create a big line. Help them   
 re-create their own Outdoor Asteroid Belt  full of different sized “asteroids”.

 Mindful Movement: Glowtime 
 Take one of our most popular classes — or choose another on-demand favorite.

 Indoor Activity: Oreo Moon Phases
 Learning about the moon AND eating Oreos? That’s out of this world.
 (Pair the moon phase reference sheet below with 8 Oreos –– plus extra for 
 delicious, delicious mistakes.)

Family Magic Moment
Because some days you only have five precious, uninterrupted minutes with your family. 

 Charades
 Act out the following words: rocket, astronaut, shooting star, astrologer, meteor. 



CAMP WONDER WEEK SEVEN
STARS AND GALAXIES WEEK: Wednesday, August 5th

Cabin Welcome & Song
9:00-9:15am EST AM Session | 12:30-12:45pm EST PM Session
Grab your spirit stick and join your fellow campers — today is all about using your imagination. 

Camp Sing-a-long: Beats With Brendan
9:30-10:00am EST AM Session | 1:00-1:30pm EST PM Session
Sing along to some OTHERWORLDLY hits from well-known STARS.

Bunk Activities
10:15-11:30am EST AM Session | 1:30-2:30PM EST PM Session
Camper’s choice: A read aloud or an outdoor adventure!

Snack Break 
Today from the canteen: Moon Cakes
Crater cravings: not just a phase. 

Camp Show & Tell + Goodbye Song!
11:30-11:45am EST AM Session | 2:45-3:00pm EST PM Session
Swap stories about the day with your fellow campers.

Afternoon Social: Teddy Bear Picnic 
3:30pm EST
Based on a tradition as classic as camp itself. Bring your favorite stuffed pals and a snack.

Choice Time
Enjoy on your own schedule! Each activity takes about 30 minutes.

 Arts & Crafts Cabin: Galaxy Painting
 Graffiti artists-in-training: unite!

 Indoor Activity: John Williams Galactic Play Time
 Cue up any of composer John Williams’ collections (Star Wars preferred:), build a spaceship   
 out of couch cushions and use your imagination to take an inter-galactic adventure! 

 Outdoor Adventure: Sidewalk Chalk Outer Space
 Using the downloadable Planet Matching game cards as a reference, grab some sidewalk   
 chalk and re-create the planets on the sidewalk or driveway. See if your astronauts can jump  
 from one planet to another.

 Mad Scientist: Mission Impossible Lab
 Take one of our most popular Mad Scientist classes — or choose another on-demand favorite.

Family Magic Moment
Because some days you only have five precious, uninterrupted minutes with your family. 

 Stargazing
 Tonight, try to find the Big and Little Dipper, and the Comet NEOWISE!



CAMP WONDER WEEK SEVEN
STARS AND GALAXIES WEEK: Thursday, August 6th

Cabin Welcome & Song
9:00-9:15am EST AM Session | 12:30-12:45pm EST PM Session
Grab your spirit stick and join your fellow campers — today is all about curiosity.

Mindful Movement: Glowtime LIVE!
9:30-10:00am EST AM Session | 1:00-1:30pm EST PM Session
3, 2, 1... dance off!

Snack Break: 
Today from the canteen: Solar System on a Plate.
Eat your planets, kids. 

Bunk Activities
10:15-11:30am EST AM Session | 1:30-2:30pm EST PM Session
Camper’s choice: A read aloud or an outdoor adventure!

Camp Show & Tell + Goodbye Song!
11:30-11:45am EST AM Session | 2:45-3:00pm EST PM Session
Swap stories about the day with your fellow campers.

Choice Time
Enjoy on your own schedule! Each activity takes about 30 minutes.

 Arts & Crafts Cabin: Rocket Straws and Shooting Stars
 An elevated, acceptable version of a forbidden childhood classic: spitballs. 

 Outdoor Adventure: Meteorite Dodgeball
 Take turns with a small, medium sized, SOFT ball, and have fun trying to avoid the  
 “meteorite”. Explain that a meteor is like an asteroid but a meteorite is a meteor  
 that actually comes to earth. We want to avoid the incoming meteorite at all costs!

 Mad Scientist: Ecosystems and Habitats
 Take one of our most engaging classes — or choose another on-demand favorite.

 Indoor Activity: Comet Collecting
 Since the Comet NEOWISE is visible (and a part of our stargazing activity today!),  
 its a good day to find three elements around the house that make up a comet: ice,  
 rock, metal. Place them in a container…...and there you have the
 ingredients for a COMET!

Family Movie Night  
ET
Revisit this fabulously 80’s film in which a little boy befriends an extra terrestrial stuck 
on Earth (and show your kids its okay to cry!). 


